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FREE TEACHER 
PREVIEWS 2016
Reserve your seats today

We will be holding a series of teacher previews 
early in the school year for the following titles 

(you can find more detailed information about each of 
these films in this newsletter and on our website) 

RSVP TODAY AT  
www.imax.com.au/schoolsrsvp  

SUNDAY MARCH 6
10am  Rocky Mountan Express 
11am Shackleton’s Antarctic Adventure

SUNDAY MARCH 20
10am  America Wild 3D
11am  Egypt 3D

Stimulating films that support key learning areas for 
primary and secondary students 

Whether it is from the depths of the oceans to the far reaches 
of outer space; from the vast expanses of Antarctica to the 
microscopic world of nanotechnology, the IMAX film catalogue 
has fascinating films to engross and engage your students.

Enriching films on core curriculum subjects that 
students will remember for some time to come!

Once again we are able to present a broad selection of films that 
touch upon many key learning areas. IMAX’s giant screen puts 
students in the picture in a unique and stimulating way, bringing 
their subject of study to life on a truly memorable excursion.

Twice as many reasons to leave the classroom

We offer a wide choice of quality films that support key learning 
areas, so why not take advantage of our double film package 
and provide your students with two great learning experiences 
in the single excursion.  We can suggest compatible films that 
have proven success as double film partners.  All documentary 
films run within a one hour time frame, this means  we are able 
to help you put together a structured day that allows flexibility 
to suit the needs of you and your students.

Stay In Touch by subscribing to our School Teacher 
E-Newsletter for news of forthcoming films, special events and 
preview screenings.  Go to imax.com.au/mymax to subscribe 
and make sure you tick the relevant section for schools.

IMAX Darling Harbour

For more on all IMAX FILMS available for Schools visit www.imax.com.au/schools



A transport film that tells the epic tale of the building of a transcontinental railway.  
Not only a transport story, but one of nation building, migration, multiculturalism and 
technological innovation.  Rocky Mountain Express propels students on a steam train 
journey through the breathtaking vistas of the Canadian Rockies and highlights the 
adventure of building a nearly impossible transcontinental railway.  Recruited to realise 
this venture—one of the greatest engineering feats of all time—were engineers and 
labourers from around the world.  The film weaves together spectacular IMAX aerial 
cinematography, archival photographs and maps, and the potent energy and rhythms 
of a live steam locomotive to immerse audiences in this remarkable story from the age 
of steam.

Preview this film on  

SUNDAY  
MARCH 6 10:00am

Screening with  
Shackleton’s Antarctic Adventure 
 at 11:00am
Available from Term 1, 2016

Curriculum links

HSIE K-6 – Transport, Workers in the 
Community; The Way We Were and 
Inventions

Running time: 45 mins.  
Classification: Exempt



The power of America’s national parks is undeniable. Millions have travelled there to hike 
through impossibly lush forests, to gaze upon towering cliffs and deep-plunging canyons, 
to witness the breathtaking arcs of natural history, and, most of all, to share moments of 
wonder amid the protected treasures of this large and diverse country.

America Wild is acclaimed filmmaker Greg MacGillivray’s most visually ambitious giant-
screen film to date—a film that offers not only a sweeping overview of the national parks’ 
history, but is equal parts adrenaline-pumping odyssey and soulful reflection on what the 
wilderness means to us all.

Preview this film on  

SUNDAY  
MARCH 20 10:00am

Screening with  
Egypt 3D at 11:00am
Available from Term 1, 2016

Curriculum links

HSIE Cultural Diversity, People’s  
Connection to Places, Rights and 
Responsibilities GEOGRAPHY Landscape 
Management, Perception and  
Protection of Environment

Running time: 45 mins.  
Classification: Exempt



Our world—a magnificent blue planet, dotted with gossamer clouds 
and gleaming in the brilliant flood of sunlight—is changing. From 
space, the Earth blazes at night with the electric intensity of human 
expansion across the globe. But it is within our power to protect the 
planet. While we continue to explore and gain knowledge of our 
galaxy, we also develop a deeper connection to the place we all 
call home. A new film from Toni Myers—the acclaimed filmmaker 
behind celebrated IMAX space documentaries Blue Planet, Hubble 
3D, and Space Station 3D—A Beautiful Planet presents a breath-
taking visualization of our world and a hopeful look into the future 
of humanity. 

Running time: 45 mins.  
Classification: Exempt

Available from Term 3, 2016

For updates on teacher preview screenings 
for this and other forthcoming films make 
sure you are subscribed to our School 
Teacher E-Newsletter.   

Go to imax.com.au/mymax to subscribe  
and make sure you tick the relevant  
section for schools.



An extraordinary journey into the mysterious world of one of 
nature’s most awe-inspiring marine mammals, Humpback Whales 
takes students to Alaska, Hawaii and the Kingdom of Tonga for 
an immersive look at how these whales communicate, sing, feed, 
play and take care of their young.   Captured for the first time with 
IMAX® 3D cameras, and found in every ocean on earth, humpbacks 
were nearly driven to extinction 50 years ago, but today are making 
a steady recovery.  Join a team of researchers as they unlock the 
secrets of the humpback and find out what makes humpbacks the 
most acrobatic of all whales, why only the males sing, and why 
these intelligent 15 metre, 44 tonne animals migrate more than 
10,000 km round-trip every year.

A WHALE-SIZED ADVENTURE 
FOR THE GIANT SCREEN

Curriculum links
K-10 Science –  
science understanding;  
as human endeavour,  
and science inquiry skills.

Running time: 45 mins.  
Classification: Exempt



Captured with IMAX® 3D cameras, Island of Lemurs: Madagascar takes students on a 
spectacular journey to the remote and wondrous world of Madagascar. Lemurs arrived 
in Madagascar as castaways millions of years ago and evolved into hundreds of diverse 
species but are now highly endangered.

Join trailblazing scientist Dr. Patricia Wright on her lifelong mission to help these strange 
and adorable creatures survive in the modern world.

Curriculum links
Stage 1 Science & Technology:  
Back to Nature, Living Things
Stage 2 Science & Technology;  
Out and About, Cycles in our World,  
Built Environments, Living Things

Stage 3 Science & Technology:  
Environment Matters,  
Built Environments, Living Things
Stage 4 Geography: Global Change,  
Global Issues and the Role of 
Citizenship

Running time: 45 mins.  
Classification: Exempt



Shackleton’s Antarctic Adventure tells the 
extraordinary true story of polar explorer 
Sir Ernest Shackleton’s now-legendary 1914-
1916 expedition. While never accomplishing 
its goal of the first crossing of the Antarctic 
continent, this expedition has become a 
larger-than-life testament to heroism and 
human endurance, with all 28 men surviving 
nearly two years in the frigid Antarctic after 
their ship was caught in pack ice and crushed. 

Beyond including the super-sized, crystal-
clear images for which IMAX films are best 
known, Shackleton’s Antarctic Adventure 
features the original still photography and 
35mm motion-picture footage of Australian 
Frank Hurley, the official photographer for the 
Endurance expedition. 

Running time: 45 minutes

UNDER THE SEA is a 3D underwater adventure 
from the award-winning filmmakers behind 
Deep Sea 3D.  It transports audiences to 
uniquely exotic locations in the Asia-Pacific 
region, including The Great Barrier Reef, 
Southern Australia, Papua New Guinea 
and Indonesia, to experience face-to-face 
encounters with some of the ocean’s most 
mysterious and unusual creatures.

UNDER THE SEA 3D is an inspirational and 
entertaining way to explore the impact 
that global climate change has had on our 
ocean wilderness. The filmmaking team has 
captured some of the most extraordinary 
marine life ever shot on film, including the 
Stonefish - the world’s most venomous 
fish - and a new species of shark yet to be 
described by science.

Running time: 45 minutes



Students will discover how scientific knowledge can be 
advanced through exploration and discovery.  Unseen 
World explores the world we cannot see because it is 
too small, too fast or too slow.  Entertaining visuals and 
stunning 3D footage demonstrate how our understanding 
of the world around us is advanced when we use some 
of the latest scientific techniques to investigate the world 
our eyes cannot see.  

Visually stunning and rooted in cutting-edge research the 
film helps students understand the enormity of the world 
they can’t see, a world that exists in the air they breathe, 
on their own bodies, and in all of the events that occur 
around them. 

Curriculum links:
Yrs 1-6 Science understanding ; 
Science enquiry skills; Science as 
a human endeavour
Senior secondary – linear 
motion and waves, Physics, 
Science

Rated: Exempt
Running time: 45 mins

TOO FAST. TOO SLOW. TOO SMALL. 

Bringing the universe to life in 3D on the giant IMAX screen 
with unprecedented clarity, Hidden Universe incorporates 
mesmerising real images captured by the world’s most 
powerful telescopes including the Very Large Telescope 
(VLT), the ALMA and the Hubble Space Telescope.

Students will explore the earliest galaxies and travel the 
terrain of Mars; peer deep inside vivid clouds of nebula 
to see previously unseen forms such as pulsars and gas 
jet streams; glimpse new stars being born in the Carina 
Nebula; and witness high-definition images of distant 
celestial structures including new images of the sun.

Curriculum links:
Year 5 Science as a Human 
Endeavour | Nature and 
development of science
Year 10 Science | Science as a 
Human Endeavour | Use and 
influence of science

Running time: 45 mins  

A SPECTACULAR JOURNEY THROUGH DEEP SPACE



Ideal for all case studies of Antarctica studied 
in Science and HSIE, this film has continually 
provided teachers and students with an 
engaging learning experience. One of the 
most successful education films we have ever 
screened at IMAX.

The icy chasms and towering glacial peaks 
become the landscape for a truly incredible 
aerial journey. Join the first humans to ever 
swim through crystalline caverns submerged 
within the Chaos Glacier; or drop through a 
weakened snow bridge into the jaws of a dark 
and deadly crevasse.

From the South Pole watch the sun make 
its daily trip around the world without ever 
dipping below the horizon. The sight of 
emperor penguins performing an enthralling 
underwater ballet below the ice cap makes for 
some truly memorable cinematic moments.

Curriculum Links
Frozen lands; Science and HSIE

Running time: 45 mins

Part historic journey through the history 
of Egypt and part scientific adventure, 
the key historical thread of the film is the  
re-enactment of the late 19th century find 
of a cache of forty mummies, including 
twelve Kings of Egypt, among them the 
legendary Rameses the Great. 

Egypt 3D: Secrets of the Mummies is a 
journey to rediscover the tombs of the great 
Pharaohs of Egypt, and explore how these 
mummies provide a window into the life of 
ancient Egypt as well as our world today. 

Curriculum links
Stage 3  HSIE: Early Civilizations
Stage 4  History: Ancient Societies (eg Egypt)
Stage 6  History: Ancient History, Investigating 
the Past, Archaeology and Science, Historical  
Investigation.
HSC: Ancient Societies, Personalities in  
Their Times, Historical Periods

Running time: 45 mins



In Bugs! 3D we experience a magical and illumi-
nating live-action film about the hidden world of 
insects. This unique film tells the story of life and 
death in the wild of the tropical rain forest, using 
stunning macro-photography and 3D imagery to 
accurately convey the tiny dramas of bug life on 
a grand scale.

This film follows the life cycles of a mantis and a 
butterfly, from their birth to their inevitable en-
counter in the rainforests of Southeast Asia, where 
predator meets its prey. Bugs! 3D stars Papilio, a 
butterfly, and Hierodula, a praying mantis, who 
live in an abandoned hut by a river, surrounded 
by lush tropical foliage and a supporting cast of 
other intriguing and extraordinary insects.

Curriculum links
Stage 1 Science & Technology: What’s Alive,  
Back to Nature, Living Things
Stage 3 Science & Technology: Mini-worlds,  
Living Things, Cycles in our World
Stage 3 HSIE: Global Experiences: Rainforests
Stage 4-5 Science: Ecosystems
Stage 6 Senior Science: Local Environments
Stage 6 Biology: A Local Ecosystem,  
Life on Earth.

Running time: 45 mins

SCHOOL FILM LIBRARY Term 1-2, 2016

America Wild 3D (G) Antarctica (G)

Egypt 3D (G)

Hubble 3D (G)

Island of Lemurs: Madagascar (G)

Shackleton’s  
Antarctic Adventure (G)

Bugs 3D (G)

Forces of Nature (G)

The Human Body (G)

Mysteries of the Unseen World (G)

Under The Sea 3D (G)

Dinosaurs Alive 3D (G)

Hidden Universe 3D (G)

Humpback Whales 3D (G)

Rocky Mountain Express (G)



Making it easier for you  
to organise
With as many as 100,000 students visiting us each year, we understand the 
issues teachers face organising excursions.  We offer a flexible booking and 
payment system to meet school requirements and changing numbers.  Our 
website includes downloadable risk assessment information as well as a 
range of classroom and support activities for each film.

For updates on teacher preview screenings for this and other forthcoming 
films make sure you are subscribed to our School Teacher E-Newsletter.  Go 
to imax.com.au/mymax to subscribe and make sure you tick the relevant 
section for schools.

To explore the full range of titles and all the film packages available for 
teachers visit imax.com.au/schools

To make a booking call (02) 9213 1600, or email education@imax.com.au, or 
follow our online booking procedure at www.imax.com/schools

www.imax.com.au/schools

IMAX Theatre Darling Harbour 
31 Wheat Road  
Darling Harbour NSW 2000 
Phone (02) 9213 1600

PRIMARY & SECONDARY SCHOOLS

SINGLE FILM $10.50pp

DOUBLE FILM DEAL $16.50pp 
See 2 x 45min IMAX films in one day!

FEATURE FILMS $14.25pp

JOINT PACKAGE $9.50pp 
(Regular 45min IMAX film only) IMAX component

EXTRA TEACHERS $15.50pp 
Single 45min film - above 1 to 10 ratio

EXTRA TEACHERS $23.50pp 
Double Film - above 1 to 10 ratio

EXTRA TEACHERS $19.50pp 
Feature Film - above 1 to 10 ratio

TERTIARY & ADULT EDUCATION GROUPS

SINGLE FILM $13.50pp

DOUBLE FILM DEAL $23.50pp 
See 2 x 45min IMAX films in one day!

FEATURE FILMS $19.50pp

EXTRA TEACHERS $15.50pp 
Single 45min film - above 1 to 10 ratio

EXTRA TEACHERS $23.50pp 
Double Film - above 1 to 10 ratio

EXTRA TEACHERS $19.50pp 
Feature Film - above 1 to 10 ratio

School Admission Prices


